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•   Geopolitical issues are increasingly dominating markets. This is exacerbated 
     by the rise of algorithmic trading.

•   Political issues, such as the rise of populism and de-globalization, are 
     dampening economic growth. 

•   The global economy has slowed. North America is still reasonably strong, 
     but Europe, China and Japan are all weak.

•   Canadian crude oil prices have recovered, but the associated equities have 
     not, due to investor aversion to the country’s energy sector.

•   Market valuations for the U.S. and Canada are attractive, assuming 
     corporate earnings growth remains strong.

•   We seem to be back to an environment of slow growth and low rates. This 
     is positive for equities, but we see heightened tail risks and are adjusting our 
     portfolios accordingly.

Market Update - Brave New World: 
Politics are increasingly driving the markets 

Summary

One of the key challenges at the moment for investors is that geopolitical issues are increasingly dominating markets, 
overtaking financial fundamentals. This is being exacerbated by the rise of algorithmic trading. As it stands, the “algos” are 
now responsible for a very large share of volume on any given day. The end result, of course, is large market swings 
seemingly driven more by headlines than economic data or earnings reports.

It’s important to recognize the central role that politics is playing not just in markets, but indeed in the global economy as 
well. Christine Lagarde, the chair of the International Monetary Fund “IMF”, made this very point recently at Davos. In 
downgrading the IMF’s 2019 outlook for the world economy for the second time in four months, she cited “non-financial, 
non-economic based considerations that have an impact on the economy-essentially politics. If it wasn’t for these political 
components, society would be thriving even more. It’s society adjusting to phenomenal changes happening both at the 
geopolitical level…and technological breakthroughs. We need to focus on people to adjust to the current environment.”

Geopolitics to the Fore
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What Lagarde was getting at in her remarks was something some forward-thinkers have been warning about for 
quite some time: namely, that factors such as the spiralling wage gap would lead to populist movements in 
response. As it happens, for a number of reasons, populism and a certain degree of de-globalization are on the 
rise around the world, and this is playing a part in the economy not realizing its potential. An ocean away, we see 
this with the turmoil over Brexit. Here at home, the USMCA (also known as the renegotiated NAFTA, which still 
needs to be ratified) is a good example of the nascent trend. Moreover, not a day goes by when there’s either new 
developments or speculation regarding the trade dispute between China and the U.S.

To a certain extent, these political issues do seem to be weighing on the economy. While many economic 
numbers are still decent, at least in North America, consumer confidence is down sharply. This may serve to 
explain why some U.S. companies, rather than use the proceeds from the tax cut to invest in capex, decided 
instead to either keep the money on their balance sheets or engage in share buybacks.
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The Global Economy Has Weakened
Looking at the global economy, Canada and the U.S. have slowed from the 3% growth levels they were 
experiencing last year, although strong employment persists in both countries. However, Japan remains weak, 
and Europe appears to be teetering on the edge of a recession. For its part, China’s growth has also slowed a fair 
bit. The o�cial figures show a growth rate of 6.6% for 2018, but many analysts believe the more realistic figure is 
somewhere in the low to mid single digits. We would suggest that the trend is more important than the number 
itself. 

What we’re seeing in China is an old economy (manufacturing and heavy industry) in recession, while the 
consumer economy is still in good shape. Our sense is that the crackdown on shadow lending has slowed the old 
economy more than the country’s leadership expected, which is why we’re now seeing stimulus announcements 
being rolled out. The important question, however, is whether the money will actually make it to companies and 
be spent. There is certainly a risk that stimulus funds will be hoarded, both by the private sector and local 
governments, meaning growth won’t improve. 

Canadian Oil is Up, But Canadian Oil Stocks Are Not
As Canadian investors, we always keep an eye on developments in the oil market. As everyone knows, the 
discount between Western Canadian Select and global crude benchmarks reached extreme levels in the fall of 
2018. Since then, the di�erential has actually narrowed considerably, driven by falling Brent/WTI prices and rising 
values for Canadian oil.  At this stage, the di�erential appears to be too narrow, especially given that the shoulder 
season for refineries is almost upon us. That said, concerns over Venezuelan production, as well as the mandated 
production cuts by the Alberta government, are clearly playing a role in keeping Western Canadian Select at 
elevated levels. As an aside, crude by rail numbers have been very strong, which has benefitted both CN and CP 
rail, as they’ve had the capacity to transport more oil because shipments of agricultural products have been 
weaker than forecast.

From an equity perspective, it’s been notable (and frankly disheartening) that Canadian E&P companies have not 
seen their stocks benefit from the rebound in Western Canadian Select. We can only attribute this to a general 
aversion, at the moment, among global investors to the Canadian energy sector. For a host of well-known 
reasons (e.g. di�culty in getting pipelines approved), investors do not believe Canada is an attractive place to 
develop oil and natural gas deposits. Until that changes, the equities will likely lag the commodity itself.
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Market Valuations Are Compelling
With equities falling sharply in the fourth quarter, valuations came down sharply. The U.S. trades at a forward PE 
ratio of 15.8x, which is below the 30-year average, but on higher debt levels. Canada is even cheaper, at a forward 
PE ratio of 13.9x, which is  near a 20-year low. In both countries, we still expect strong corporate earnings growth 
(in the 6-8% range), which will be crucial to support valuations.

It seems that we may be back to an environment of low and slow: low rates and slow growth. This combination 
can actually be quite positive for equities. We would caution, however, that for a number of reasons, tail risk 
probabilities, both economically and geopolitically, have increased substantially. 

Portfolio Adjustments and Positioning
Historically, we have had a higher equity component in our balanced portfolios than the benchmark or our peers. 
Considering the tail risks we see, we are moving to more of a neutral stance, with a slightly higher fixed income 
weighting.

We recently added a small emerging market position to our global portfolio, based on compelling emerging 
market valuations. Turning to specific sectors, we trimmed back our holdings in U.S. housing and financials in the 
fourth quarter. We do still find the latter reasonably attractive, though, and also believe Canadian bank valuations 
to be attractive, despite low loan growth.

Final Thought
We are bottom up portfolio managers. As we’ve explained before, that’s where we think we can add value for our 
investors. And in a world where one unpredictable headline can move markets, it strikes us that top-down money 
management is near impossible these days. We’ll stick to what we know.
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